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 International association founded end 2010, Paris-based  

 

 Public and private PFs, SWFs and social security institutions,  

           as well as central banks when they act as SWFs/Natl. PFs  

 

 Advocacy, upstream legal/regulatory work, investment research… 

 ∑ = ‘thought leadership in action’  
→ promoting the interests real asset owners 

→ fostering cross-border long-term investments  

→ across asset classes + ‘transversal’/multidisciplinary  
g 

 The World Pensions & Investments Forum 

 “annually” ~ every 18 months, in Paris 

 organised jointly with supranational institution  

 “global”/generalist → focusing more on “Western” PFs & mature asset classes 

 

 EurAsia & Americas Asset Owners Summit  

 1st edition : Hong Kong Nov. 7- 8 2013 

 organised jointly with Asia Pacific and Latin American Gov., supranationals …   
 focusing  on “real economy”: infrastructure, real estate, PE/VC, SME/Mid-Caps 

 

 The World Pensions Council 



  What Long Term Investment/Investors Need-s 
 

 Patient capital: “Investing should be more like watching paint dry or watching grass grow. If 
you want excitement, take $800 and go to Vegas”  Paul Samuelson 

 Stable laws + competent government: “These foreign investor have made an exorbitant 
profit with a derisory capital input” Bolivia’s President Evo Morales ‘justifying’ his decision to 

nationalize abruptly his country’s main airports owned and operated by Spain’s Abertis 

 Strong judiciary branch independent from both Gov. and Big-Business: “All our 
experiences tell us that the process of expropriation, which started with the rise of 
capitalism, does not stop… only legal and political institutions independent of economic 
forces and their automatism can control and check the monstrous potentialities of this 
process”  Hannah Arendt, ‘Crises of the Republic’  

 Train trade-union nominated trustees + hire civil engineers and legal experts to 

complement the work of financial analysts: “Many pension funds lack the vision...or the will... 
to incur the cost of building staff expertise to play successfully in this asset class. Trustees 
are nervous about trespassing too far from what they think they know best [bonds, listed 

stocks].... I understand their anxieties...I suggest, however, that infrastructure is an almost 
perfect asset class for large pensions funds” Michael Nobrega, Ontario Municipal 

Employees Retirement Scheme  



Attractiveness: How Long Term Investors View Host Countries (end Q1 2013) 

‘Centrist’ Welfare States Fare Better than ‘Deregulated’ Nations!…. 
 


